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Abstrat
The intensity of an eletromagneti wave interating self-onsistently with a beam of harged partiles, as in a Free Eletron Laser,
displays large osillations due to an aggregate of partiles, alled the maro-partile. In this artile, we propose a strategy to stabilize
the intensity by destabilizing the maro-partile. This strategy involves the study of the linear stability of a spei periodi orbit of
a mean-eld model. As a ontrol parameter - the amplitude of an external wave - is varied, a bifuration our in the system whih
has drasti eets on the self-onsistent dynamis, and in partiular, on the maro-partile. We show how to obtain an appropriate
tuning of the ontrol parameter whih is able to strongly derease the osillations of the intensity without reduing its mean-value.
Key words: Wave/partile interations, Control of haos, Hamiltonian approah
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1. Introdution
The ampliation of a radiation eld by a beam of par-
tiles and the radiated eld, as it ours in a Free Eletron
Laser, an be modelled within the framework of a simpli-
ed Hamiltonian [1℄. The N + 1 degree of freedom Hamil-
tonian displays a kineti part, assoiated with the N parti-
les, and a potential term aounting for the self-onsistent
interation between the partiles and the wave. Thus, mu-
tual partiles interations are negleted, while an eetive
oupling is indiretly provided through the wave.
The linear theory predits [1℄ for the amplitude of the ra-
diation eld a linear exponential instability, and then a late
osillating saturation. Inspetion of the asymptoti phase-
spae suggests that a bunh of partiles gets trapped in the
resonane and forms a lump that evolves as a singlemaro-
partile loalized in phase spae. The untrapped partiles
are almost uniformly distributed between two osillating
boundaries, and form the so-alled haoti sea.
Furthermore, the maro-partile rotates around a well
dened entre in phase-spae and this peuliar dynamis
is shown to be responsible for the marosopi osillations
observed for the intensity [2,3℄. It an be therefore hypoth-
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esized that a signiant redution in the intensity utu-
ations an be gained by implementing a dediated ontrol
strategy, aimed at reshaping the maro-partile in spae.
The dynamis an be also investigated from a topologi-
al point of view, by looking at the phase spae strutures.
In the framework of a simplied mean eld desription, i.e.
the so-alled test-partile piture where the partiles pas-
sively interat with a given eletromagneti wave: The tra-
jetories of trapped partiles orrespond to invariant tori,
whereas unbounded partiles evolve in a haoti region
of phase-spae. Then, the maro-partile orresponds to a
dense set of invariant tori.
For example, a stati eletri eld [4,5℄ an be used to in-
rease the average wave power. While the haoti partiles
are simply aelerated by the external eld, the trapped
ones are responsible for the ampliation of the radiation
eld. Some shift in the relative phase between the eletrons
and the ponderomotive potential an also be implemented
to improve harmoni generation.
In this paper, we propose to perturb the system with ex-
ternal eletromagneti waves. Our strategy is to stabilize
the intensity of the wave, by haotizing the part of phase-
spae oupied by the maro-partile. To modify the topol-
ogy of phase spae, an additional test wave is introdued,
whose amplitude plays the role of a ontrol parameter. The
residue method [6,7,8℄ is implemented to identify the im-
portant loal bifurations happening in the system when
the parameter is varied, by an analysis of linear stability of
Preprint submitted to Elsevier November 5, 2018
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Figure 1. Left : Normalized intensity I/N from the dynamis of
Hamiltonian (1), with N = 10000 partiles and HN = 0, PN = 10
−7
.
Right : Snapshot of the N partiles at t = 800, with N = 10000.
The grey points orrespond to the haoti partiles, the dark ones
to the partiles in the maro-partile.
a spei periodi orbit. Though rst developed in a mean-
eld approah, our strategy proves to be robust as the self-
onsisteny of the wave is restored.
2. Dynamis of a single partile
The dynamis of the wave partile interation, as en-
ountered in the FEL, an be desribed by the following
N - body Hamiltonian [1℄:
HN ({θj , pj}, φ, I) =
N∑
j=1
p2j
2
− 2
√
I
N
N∑
j=1
cos (φ+ θj). (1)
It is omposed of a kineti ontribution and an intera-
tion term between the partiles and the radiation eld : the
(θj , pj) are the onjugate phase and momentum of the N
partiles, whereas (φ, I) stand respetively for the onju-
gate phase and intensity of the radiation eld. Furthermore,
there are two onserved quantities : HN and the total mo-
mentum PN = I +
∑
j pj . We onsider the dynamis given
by Hamiltonian (1) on a 2N -dimensional manifold (dened
by HN = 0 and PN = ε where ε is innitesimally small).
Starting from a negligible level (I ≪ N and pj = 0), the
intensity grows exponentially and eventually reahes a sat-
urated state haraterized by large osillations, as depited
in Fig. 1. Conerning the partiles dynamis, more than
half of them are trapped by the wave [9℄ and form the so-
alled maro-partile (see Fig. 1). The remaining partiles
experiene an errati motion within an osillating water
bag, termed haoti sea, whih is unbounded in θ ontrary
to the maro-partile.
In order to know how many partiles have a regular mo-
tion, we ompute nite Lyapunov exponents for eah tra-
jetory (the partiles are then onsidered as evolving in an
external eld). The Lyapunov exponents were omputed
over a time period of T = 300 (one the stationary state
reahed), and a trajetory is onsidered to be regular if the
Lyapunov exponent is smaller than 0.025 (while it is typi-
ally of order 1 in the haoti sea).
In order to get a deeper insight into the dynamis, we
onsider the motion of a single partile. For large N , we
assume that its inuene on the wave is negligible, thus it
an be desribed as a passive partile in an osillating eld.
The motion of this test-partile is desribed by the one and
a half degree of freedom Hamiltonian :
H1p(θ, p, t) =
p2
2
− 2
√
I(t)
N
cos (θ + φ(t))
=
p2
2
−Re(h(t)eiθ), (2)
where the interation term h(t) is derived from dediated
simulations of the original self-onsistentN -body Hamilto-
nian (1). In the saturated regime, h(t) is mainly periodi.
In partiular, a rened Fourier analysis shows that it an
be written as :
h(t) = 2
√
I(t)
N
eiφ(t) ≈ [F + αeiω1t + βe−iω1t]eiΩt, (3)
where Ω = −0.685 stands for the wave veloity and ω1 =
1.291 for the frequeny of the osillations of the intensity.
As for the amplitudes, the Fourier analysis provides the
following values : F = 1.5382 − 0.0156i, α = 0.2696 −
0.0734i and β = 0.1206 + 0.0306i.
Hamiltonian (2) results from a periodi perturbation of
a pendulum desribed by the integrable Hamiltonian H0
H0 =
p2
2
− |F | cos(θ +Ωt+ φF ),
where F = |F |eiφF . The linear frequeny of this pendulum
is
√
|F | ≈ 1.240 whih is very lose to the frequeny of
the foring ω1. Therefore a haoti behaviour is expeted
when the perturbation is added even with small values of
the parameters α and β.
The Poinaré setions (strobosopi plot performed at
frequeny ω1) of the test-partile (see Fig. 2) reveal that
the maro-partile redues to a set of invariant tori in this
mean-eld model. Conversely, the haoti sea is lled with
seemingly errati trajetories of partiles, apart from the
upper and lower boundaries, where the trajetories are sim-
ilar to the rotational ones of the unperturbed pendulum.
The rotation of the maro-partile and the osillations of
the water bag are visualized by translating ontinuously in
time the strobosopi plot of phase spae.
The maro-partile is organized around a entral (ellip-
ti) periodi orbit with rotation number 1. The period of
osillations of the intensity is the same as the one of the
maro-partile whih indiates the role played by this o-
herent struture in the osillations of the wave.
Thus, in the test-partile model, the maro-partile is
formed by partiles whih are trapped on two-dimensional
invariant tori. This piture an be extended to the self-
onsistent model, if one onsiders the projetion of a traje-
tory (φ(t), I(t), {θj(t), pj(t)}j) in the (θ, p) plane, eah time
it rosses the hyperplane
∑
j sin (φ+ θj) = 0, i.e. dI/dt =
0. From the full trajetory, we follow a given partile (an in-
dex j) and plot (θj , pj) eah time the full trajetory rosses
the Poinaré setion.
The trapped partiles appear to be onned to domains
of phase-spae muh smaller than the one of the maro-
partile (see Fig.2). These domains are similar to the in-
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Figure 2. Left : Poinaré setion of a test-partile, desribed by
Hamiltonian (2). The periodi orbit with rotation number 1 is marked
by a ross. Right : Poinaré setion of Hamiltonian (1), when the
partiles interset the plane dI(t)/dt = 0. The dierent trajetories
are represented by dierent grey levels.
variant tori of the test-partile model, although thiker. It
is worth notiing that not only these gures have a simi-
lar overall layout, but there is a deeper orrespondene in
the struture of the maro-partile. For instane, both g-
ures show similar resonant islands at the boundary of the
regular region. Sine we saw that the maro-partile di-
retly inuenes the osillations of the wave, the test par-
tile Hamiltonian (2) serves as a ornerstone of our ontrol
strategy whih onsists in destabilizing the regular stru-
ture of the maro-partile in order to stabilize the intensity
of the wave. This strategy fouses on breaking up invari-
ant tori to reshape the maro-partile. In order to at on
invariant tori, we use the entral periodi orbit whih, as
we have seen, struture the motion of the maro-partile.
3. Residue method
The topology of phase spae an be investigated by
analysing the linear stability of periodi orbits. Informa-
tion on the nature of these orbits (ellipti, hyperboli or
paraboli) is provided using, e.g., an indiator like Greene's
residue [6,10℄, a quantity that enables to monitor loal
hanges of stability in a system subjet to an external
perturbation [7,8℄.
From the integration of the equations of the tangent ow
of the system along a partiular periodi orbit, one an
dedue the residue R of this periodi orbit. In partiular,
if R ∈]0, 1[, the periodi orbit is alled ellipti (and is in
general stable); if R < 0 or R > 1 it is hyperboli; and
if R = 0 and R = 1, it is paraboli while higher order
expansions give the stability of suh periodi orbits.
Sine the periodi orbit and its stability depend on the set
of parameters λ, the features of the dynamis will hange
under apposite variations of suh parameters. Generially,
periodi orbits and their (linear or non-linear) stability
properties are robust to small hanges of parameters, ex-
ept at spei values when bifurations our. The residue
method [7,8℄ detets the rare events where the linear sta-
bility of a given periodi orbit hanges thus allowing one to
alulate the appropriate values of the parameters leading
to the presribed behaviour of the dynamis. As a onse-
quene, this method an yield redution as well as enhane-
ment of haos.
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Figure 3. Upper panel : Residue urve of the periodi orbit of rotation
number 1, as a funtion of the ontrol parameter λ. Lower left panel :
Poinaré setion of the ontrolled Hamiltonian (4) of a test-partile.
Lower right panel : Snapshot of the phase-spae of the partiles for
Hamiltonian (5), withN = 10000 and λ = λc (same initial onditions
as for Fig.1).
4. Destrution of the maro-partile
The residue method an be used to enlarge the maro-
partile in the haoti sea [9℄, whih results in its stabi-
lization : then, the utuations of the intensity of the wave
eventually ollapse.
Nonetheless, it an also be used to redue the aggrega-
tion proess for the partiles, by destroying the invariant
tori forming the maro-partile : suh a ontrol, as we will
see, tends to limit the utuations in the intensity of the
wave. Here, we implement this ontrol with an extra test-
wave, whose amplitude is used as a ontrol parameter. The
Hamiltonian of the mean-eld model with a test-wave is
hosen as :
Hc1p(θ, p, t;λ) = H1p(θ, p, t)− 2λ cos (k(θ − ω1t)), (4)
where ω1 orresponds to the resonant frequeny of the en-
tral periodi orbit of the maro-partile, and k = 10.
Then, the amplitude λ is tuned around 0, and the residue
R of the entral periodi orbit O1 is traked (see Fig.3) :
when the latter goes above 1, it means that the entral
orbit turned hyperboli, and that haos might have loally
appeared. This ours for values of |λ| larger than λc ≈
0.07. An inspetion of the Poinaré setion onrms this
predition, as there is nomore island with a entral periodi
orbit of period 2pi/ω1. Atually, no more ellipti island an
be deteted, apart from the borders of the water bag : thus,
though the hyperboliity ofO1 only guarantees loal haos,
the resonane is now fully haoti, whih emphasizes that
the study of a few periodi orbits may give quite global
information on the dynamis.
This ontrol strategy an then be generalized to the self-
onsistent interation, by introduing a test-wave similar
to (4) in the original N -partile Hamiltonian (1) :
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Figure 4. Left : Normalized intensity I/N for Hamiltonian (5). Right :
Ratio Nm/N of partiles with regular trajetories, for Hamiltonian
(5), as a funtion of the ontrol parameter λ. ∆I orresponds to the
mean utuations of the intensity.
HcN ({θj , pj}, φ, I;λ) = HN ({θj , pj}, φ, I)
−λc
∑
j
cos (k(θj − ω1t)), (5)
Though the ontrol dediated to the mean-eld model
lost some of its relevane, due to the presene in the original
model of the feedbak of the eletrons on the wave, the
ontrolled dynamis of the partiles is qualitatively similar
to the one obtained in the mean-eld framework. After an
initial growth of the wave, the partiles organize themselves
in a water bag, but only few of them still display a regular
trajetory : from 65% in the unontrolled regime, the ratio
has ollapsed to about 6% for λ = λc (f Fig.3). As for
the wave, the intensity rapidly stabilizes, after the initial
growth. The relevane of a ontrol based on a modiation
of themaro-partile is thus onrmed. This is in agreement
with the experimental results of Dimonte [11℄, who observed
that one ould destroy the osillations of the intensity with
unstable test-waves.
Finally, let us note that ontrolling with a weaker
test-wave (λ ≤ 0.07) only partially haotizes the maro-
partile : the intensity of the wave still stabilizes, though
not as muh as for λ = λc (see Fig.4). Then, a stronger
test-wave does not provide a better ontrol, due to the
reation of new resonane islands in the test-partile phase
spae for larger λ.
Conlusion
We proposed in this paper a method to stabilize the in-
tensity of a wave amplied by a beam of partiles. This is
ahieved by destroying the oherent strutures of the par-
tiles dynamis. By studying a mean-eld version of the
original Hamiltonian setting and putting forward an anal-
ysis of the linear stability of the periodi orbit, we were
able to enhane the degree of mixing of the system: Reg-
ular trajetories are turned into haoti ones as the eet
of a properly tuned test-wave, whih is externally imposed.
The results are then translated into the relevant N -body
self onsistent framework allowing us to onlude upon the
robustness of the proposed ontrol strategy.
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